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The basic idea of this paper is due to the fact discovered in the recent category-
theoretically investigations cf [12], that the Wedderburn-Artinian decomposition 
theory of rings and STEINFELD'S [7] analogous results for semigroups are categorically 
duals of each other. The exquisite results of REES [5], SCHWARZ [6] and STEINFELD 
[7], [8] establish satisfactory characterizations of semigroups being unions of comple
te 0-simple subsemigroups. Up to this time such "well-behaved" semigroups were 
considered and treated as semisimple semigroups, and indeed they are semi simple 
with respect to the nil radical property [6], but these semigroups do not satisfy those 
properties what a semisimple class ought to satisfy. Since the radical and semisimple 
properties are categorically dual notions (cf. [10]), so by the duality mentioned before 
it is reasonable to try to characterize all the semigroups of the smallest radical class 
which contains these well-behaved semigroups. Thus the well-behaved semigroups 
will be considered as radical semigroups according to an appropriate radical prop
erty. Using the methods of the recent ring-theoretical developments, namely those 
of SULINSKI-ANDERSON-DIVINSKY [9], ARMENDARIZ-LEAVITT [1] and WATTERS [11], 
we shall construct the lower radical class determined by a class of simple idempotent 
semigroups with zero. It will turn out that this lower radical class is always hereditary, 
further the lower radical semigroups will be classified in Theorem 2. Thus for instance, 
if the lower radical class is determined by the class of completely 0-simple semigroups, 
then to any radical semigroup S there belong an ordinal number depending on S and 
a strictly ascending chain 0 = /Q cz ... с /^ = S of twosided ideals of S such that 
every Rees factor semigroup /я+хДя (0 ^ A < С) is the 0-disjoint union (i.e. the 
0-direct union) of completely 0-simple subsemigroups (and the complete 0-simple 
semigroups are isomorphic to regular Rees matrix semigroups). 



2. 

For standard semigroup-theoretical definitions and results we refer to [2] or [4]. 
In the following a semigroup will mean always a semigroup with zero. If / is an 
ideal (always two-sided) of a semigroup S, then Sjl will denote the Rees factor 
semigroup of S, i.e. the semigroup 5 ' = О u ( S x / ] ) and if ab = eel for any two 
elements a, b e S, then we define ab = 0 in S\ A semigroup and an ideal belonging 
to a certain class ^ will be called a ^-semigroup and a ^-ideal, respectively. We shall 
say that the class ^ is homomorphically closed if every Rees factor semigroup of 
a ^-semigroup is again a ^-semigroup. The class ^ is hereditary, if every ideal of 
a ^^-semigroup belongs to the class ^ . 

A class M of semigroups is said to define a radical property in the sense ofKuros-
Amitsur, if the following conditions hold: 

(A) M is homomorphically closed. 
(B) Every semigroup S contains an ^-ideal ^(S) which contains every other 

^-ideal of ^ . 
(C) The Rees factor semigroup Sj^iß) does not contain any non-zero ^-ideal. 

In this case the class M is called a radical class. ^{S) is called the ^-radical of S. 

A semigroup S is called an ^-radical semigroup, if it belongs to the class 0^, that is 
S = M{S). 

Let e/# be a class of semigroups. A radical class ^j^ is called the lower radical 
class of Jf, if S^Ji is a radical class, and S^Ji is contained in every radical class 
which contains Ji. A lower radical semigroup is a semigroup of a lower radical class. 

Proposition 1. A class Ш of semigroups defines a radical property if and only if 
(A) ^ is homomorphically closed, 
(D) / / every non-zero Rees factor semigroup of a semigroup S contains a non

zero M'ideal, then S is an ^-semigroup. 

Proof. The proof is analogous to the ring-theoretical one (cf. Divinsky [3] 
Theorem l) For the sake of completeness we give the detailed proof. 

Assume that ^ is a radical class. It is sufficient to see that (B) and (C) implies (D). 
Let S be a semigroup which is not an ^-semigroup. Then by (B), it has an ^-radical 
^(S) Ф S, Then by (C) the non-zero Rees factor semigroup Sl^{S) does not contain 
a non-zero ^-ideal . This estabhshed (D). 

To prove the converse, assume ^ satisfies the conditions (A) and (D). Let J be the 
set-theoretical union of all ^-ideals of a semigroup S.ïî J ~ 0, then it is an ^-ideal. 
If J Ф 0, then let К be an arbitrary proper ideal of J. Since К cz J, therefore there 
must be an ideal Lof S such that Lis not contained in K. By the second isomorphism 
theorem {Lu K)IK ^ Ll{LnK) holds. Since by (A) Ll{LnK) belongs to ^ , so 
( L U K)IK is a non-zero ^-ideal of JJK. Thus by (D) J is an ^-ideal, and condition 
( B ) is satisfied. 



Consider now the ^-radical J = M{S) of S, and the Rees factor semigroup SJJ. 
Suppose that SJJ contains a non-zero ^-ideal Mjj. Then M is an ideal of S. Let MJN 
be any non-zero Rees factor semigroup of M. If J ç iV, then by (A) we have 

O^MJN ^ ^ E ^ . 
Njj 

If J Ф iV, then iV n J is an ideal of M and 0 Ф (iV u j)/iV ^ j/(iV n J) holds. Since 
by (A) Jl{N n J) belongs to ^ , so {N u J)/iV is a non-zero ^-ideal of М/ЛГ. Thus (D) 
implies M e ^ , and so M ^ J follows, contradicting the assumption MJJ 4= 0. 

Any homomorphically closed class J^ of semigroup defines a radical class ^ ^ 
as follows (cf. [9]).') 

Proposition 2. Lê  Л he a homomorphically closed class of semigroups. Define 
Л = jg^. Assuming that Ji^ has been defined for every ordinal number a < jS, 
we define M^ to be the class of all semigroups S such that every non-zero Rees 
factor semigroup of S contains a non-zero ideal I which is in Ji^for some a < ß. 
Then S£Ji = \}Jlai is a radical class. 

a 

Proof. Every class Jfß is homomorphically closed. In the case ß = 1 the statement 
is trivial. ïf ß > 1, then consider a non-zero Rees factor semigroup S' = Sjl. Since 
every Rees factor semigroup S" = S'jJ' is a Rees factor semigroup 

• » / ' 

so S" contains a non-zero ideal belonging to Л^ for some a < ß. Thus S' belongs 
to Jfß. 

This proves that also ^Л is homomorphically closed, and so condition (A) is 
fulfilled. 

In order to prove (D) let us observe that obviously Л^ с j^ß holds for ос S ß-
Let S be a semigroup such that every non-zero Rees factor semigroup of S contains 
a non-zero ideal /^ belonging to ^Л. Hence I„ belongs to a class Л^^ for some 
ordinal number a .̂ If ß is an ordinal number not less than any of the â , then we have 
S G Jfß + i ^ ^Л. This estabhshes property (D). 

Proposition 3. (cf. [3] Lemma 5). ̂ Л is the lower radical class determined by Ji 
i.e. if ^ is a radical class such that Ji ^ M, then ^J( ^ M follows. 

Proof. We show by induction Лр Ç ^ for every ordinal number ß. For ß = 1 the 
statement ^i •= Ji "^ Mh trivially fulfilled. Take ß > 1, and assume Л^ ^ ^ for 

^) Added in p roof (3 February 1972): In the meanwhile there appeared a paper on lower 
radicals of semigroups: F. A. Szasz, On radicals of semigroups with zero, Proc. Japan Acad., 
46 (1970), 595-598 (submitted for pubhcation on 22 June, 1970). 



every OL < ß. lï S' is a non-zero Rees-factor semigroup of an arbitrary semigroup 
S G J^ß, then S' contains a non-zero ideal / e ^^ Ç M. Since ^ satisfies condition 
(D), therefore SeM, and also .Mß ç ^ follow. 

We need also the analoguous statement of ANDRUNAKIEVIC' Lemma ([3] Lemma 71), 

Proposition 4. If К is an ideal of I and I is an ideal of S and ifK^ is the ideal of S 
generated by K, then X*^ ^ J^. 

Proof. 
j^*3 ^ j^*jr _ / ( ^ и SK^KSu SKS)I ^IKI яК. 

Proposition 5 (cf. [9] Theorem 2). / / .£ is a homomorphically closed, class of 
idem potent semigroups, then the process of constructing ^ M terminates at M ^ or 
Ji2, ie. ^Ж = Ji2, is valid. 

Proof. Take S ф 0 in ^ 3 . Then any non-zero Rees factor semigroups S' of S 
contain a non-zero ideal / which is in Ж2- Furthermore, every non-zero homo-
morphic image of / , and in particular / itself must contain a non-zero ideal К 
which is in Ж^ = M. Let X* be the ideal of 5 generated by K. By Proposition 4 
K*^ Ç К holds. Now 0 Ф X = X^ Ç X*^ ç К follows, because M consist of 
idempotent semigroups. Thus S' contains a non-zero ideal К which is in . # 1 , and 
therefore S e Ji2 holds. 

Proposition 6 (cf. [1] or [11]). If a homomorphically closed class Ji is hereditary, 
then ^2 is also hereditary. Particularly, if Ji is a homomorphically closed 
hereditary class of idempotent semigroups, then also the lower radical class 5£M 
is hereditary. 

Proof. Let S G Jf2, let / be an ideal of S and К an ideal of/ properly contained 
in L Since S e Л2, there is a non-zero ideal J G J/ of S. We shall prove that also 
IJK Ф 0 contains a non-zero c#-ideal. 

If J n I ^ K, then (( J n /) u K)IK is a non-zero ideal of IJK, and by the second 
isomorphism theorem ( ( j n /) u K)/iC ^ (J n /)/(J n K) holds. Since e/# is a hered
itary class, so the ideal J n I of I belongs to Ж. Hence also its Rees factor semigroup 
( j n l)l(J n K) belongs to Л. Thus we have proved that in the case J n I ^ К 
the Rees factor semigroup IJK contains a non-zero ^- ideal ((J n /) u KjJK. 

If J n I ^ K, then the set of ideals whose intersection with / is contained in К is 
non-empty. By Zorn's lemma this set has a maximal element, Lsay. Since I n L^ 
Я К c: I, so Lis a proper ideal of S. Hence S' = SJLis a non-zero Rees factor semi
groups and thus it contains a non-zero JZ-idcal NJL. Since I n L^ К n N, therefore 
by the second isomorphism theorem we have 

((/ nN)u L)JL ^ (/ n N)l{L nl nN) = {ln iV)/(/ n L), 



and the maximality of L implies (/ n iV)/(/ n L) Ф 0. Further ((/ n N) u L)IL is an 
ideal of NJLE M and ^ is hereditary, so also ((/ n N)u L)lLe M is valid. Hence 
(/ n Щ\{1 n L ) is a non-zero element of the class Jt. On the other hand the second 
isomorphism theorem implies 

((/ n iV) u K)\K ^{I n N)I{K nl nN) = {l n iV)/(X n N) 

and so by / n L Ç X n AT we have that (/ n iV)/(X n iV) is a Rees factor semigroup 
of (/ n iV)/(/ nL)e УМ. Hence ((/ n N) u К)\К in a non-zero ^- ideal of//К. 

Let ^ be a class consisting of all 0-simple idempotent semigroups and of all one-
element semigroups. Now M is homomorphically closed as well as hereditary. 
Propositions 5 and 6 infer immediately 

Theorem 1. The lower radical class ^Ji is hereditary, moreover ^Jt = M2 
holds. 

Theorem 1 yields a structure theorem according to the c^e#-radical semigroups 
(i.e. J^^-semigroups). Let 0 Ф S G ̂ Jf = .Ж2- By definition S contains non-zero 
e^-ideals. Let us denote by I^ the union of all ^-ideals of S. Since ^ consists of 
0-simple and one-element semigroups, so clearly/^ is the 0-disjoint union of .//ideals 
of S. Define the ideals Iß of S as follows. 

(i) If ß — 1 exists, then let Ißjlß-i be the union of all ^-ideals of S//^.^. 

(ii) If j5 is a limit ordinal, then let Iß be the union of all ideals /^, a < ß. 

This process will terminate at an ordinal number C- We assert /^ = S. If I^ ф S, 
then Sjlç Ф О contains а non-zero e/#-ideaI, and so /^+1 contains properly /^ which 
is a contradiction. 

Conversely, suppose that to S there exist an ordinal number ( and a strictly ascen
ding chain 

0 = / o CI / , c: . . . d / , с ... czl^ = S 

of ideals of S such that h + ijh is the disjoint union of .//-ideals of S//^ (0 ^ Я < С)» 
and /я = и ^д Jf Я is а limit ordinal. Let / Ф S be an arbitrary ideal of S and 

S' = 5/J the Rees factor semigroup. Consider the ordinal number v such that Ĵ , ^ J 
for all Ц < V, ft ^ 0 and Д, ф J. Obviously such a v does exist and it must not be 
a limit ordinal. Since /^„i ^ /,, n J, therefore /v/(/v n J) is a Rees factor semigroup 
of /„//, ,_|. By the assumption I^jl^^i is the union of ^-ideals of Sjl^^^. By the 
second isomorphism theorem we have /у/(/у n J) '^ (/^ u J) /J , and so there exists 
a non-zero ^//-ideal M / J of (/^ u J ) / J and by Proposition 4 M/J is an ideal of SJJ. 



Since the choise of J was arbitrary, therefore S e Л2 = ^ ^ follows. Thus taking 
into account Theorem 1 we have obtained 

Theorem 2. het M be a class of Osimple idemoptent semigroups such that 0 G J^, 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 

(1) The semigroup S is an ^./M-radical semigroup. 
(2) Every non-zero Rees factor semigroup of the semigroup S contains a non-zero 

Л-ideal. 
(3) There exist am ordinal number С depending on S and a strictly ascending 

chain 
0 = /Q c: / j Œ . . . d /^ cz . . . cz î^ := S 

of ideals of S such that for each 0 ^ Я < С the Rees factor semigroup h+ijh ^^ 
the 0-disjoint union of .//-ideals of 5//^, 0 ^ Я < С and /я = U ̂ м ^^ ^ ŝ a limit 
ordinal. ^^'' 

The case when ^# consists of all completely 0-simple semigroups, is of special 
interest, because the structure of complete 0-simple semigroups and of their disjoint 
unions has been determined in the papers of REES [5] and STEINFELD [7]. 
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